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ABSTRACT: Technological advancement in wireless communication has resulted in an array of security threats 
prevalent over the cloud. Intrusion detection system (IDS) facilitates the identification of any potential network attacks 
on a cloud. There are existing systems such as the Support Vector Machine (SVM) and Naïve Bayes which has been 
implemented to identify network attacks on a cloud. The objective of this study was to improve on the accuracy and the 
error rate of these existing systems. A constructive research methodology and a waterfall model design methodology 
was adopted for this study, a model was developed using the Python programming high level language, and a principal 
component analysis (PCA) technique was employed to reduce the dimensionality of the input KDD dataset, while the 
random forest algorithm was used to train the model for the identification of attacks. The findings showed that the 
model exhibits better accuracy and error rate  in comparison to existing systems such as the Support Vector Machine 
(SVM) and Naïve Bayes, the proposed approach yielded results characterized by an accuracy rate of 99.21%, and an 
error rate of 0.79%, as against Support Vector Machine (SVM) of an accuracy rate of 84.34%, and an error rate of   
2.67 %, Naïve Bayes of an accuracy rate of 80.85% and an error rate of 3.49%. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Cloud computing is a web based computing where virtual shared servers allocates programs, frameworks, platforms, 
gadgets ,assets and hosting  to a client as a service based on  pay-as you-use. All the information that a digitized 
framework has got to offer is given as a service within the cloud computing model. Clients can get to these 
administrations accessible on the “internet cloud” without having any previous know-how on managing the assets 
included. Cloud clients don't own the physical infrastructure; they lease the utilization from a third- party supplier. 
They utilize resources as a service and pay for only the resource that they utilize. What they as it were require may be 
an individual computer and web connection. Cloud computing has revolutionized the IT world with its administrations 
providing framework, less maintenance cost, information & services availability assurance, rapid openness and 
scalability. Cloud computing has three fundamental layers i.e. system  layer (which may be a virtual machine 
abstraction of a server), the platform layer (a virtualized working framework of a server) and application layer (that 
incorporates web applications). Hardware layer isn't included because it does not straightforwardly offered to clients. 
Cloud computing has three service models known as Platform as a Service (PaaS), Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) 
and Software as a Service (SaaS) models. PaaS model encourages clients by giving platforms on which applications 
can be created and run. IaaS deliver services to clients by keeping up huge infrastructures like facilitating servers, 
overseeing systems and other assets for clients. SaaS demonstrate makes client stress free of installing and running 
computer service on its own machines. At present, Salesforce.com, Google, and Amazon are among the prominent 
cloud service providers that offer their services in the areas of storage, application, and computation through a pay-as-
you-go basis. The unavailability of data, applications, and services can be inflicted through Denial of Service (DOS) or 
Distributed Denial of Service (DDOS) attacks, which can render both cloud service providers and users incapable of 
delivering or receiving cloud services. To mitigate these types of attacks, the deployment of an Intrusion Detection 
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System (IDS) serves as a robust defensive mechanism. In the aspect  of computer security, Intrusion Detection Systems 
(IDSs) emerge as a crucial technology for detecting and mitigating various types of cyber threats. More specifically, 
IDSs take on different forms, namely host-based, network-based and distributed IDSs. (Chai and Bigelow., 2022.). 
 

II. RELATED WORK 

Geramiraz iet ial. i(2017), ipropose ian iintegrated imachine ilearning icalculation ibased ion iK-Means iclustering iand 
ithe iNaive iBayes iClassifier i(NBC) inamed iKMC+NBC ito imaximize idiscovery iand iaccuracy iwhereas 
iminimizing iwrong ialarm. iK-Means iclustering ihas ibeen iconnected ito ithe ilabeling ihandle. iAll ithe iinformation 
iare icollected iin itheir icomparing iclusters ias itypical iand iforceful iconcurring ito itheir ibehavior iwith iK-Means, 
iwhereas ithe iNaive iBayes iClassifier iis iutilized ito irecategorize ithe imisclassified iinformation iinto ithe iproper 
icategories. iExecution ievaluations iof iKMC+NBC iand iNBC iwere imade ion ithe iISCX-2012 idataset. iAgreeing 
ito ithe iresults iobtained, iKMC+NBC iexpanded ithe iaccuracy iand idiscovery irate up ito i97% iand i98.8%, 
individually, iwhereas idiminishing ithe iwrong icaution ito i2.2%. iThis iponder ican ibe iextended ito iincorporate 
iinclude ifeature selection imethods before machine classification. 
Singh  et ial. i(2021), iproposed ia inovel icalculation ibased ion iProfound ilearning iprocedure ito isecure ithe 
iRemote isystems ifrom ithe iassaults iand idetect iany isuch iactivity. iThis iproposed icalculation iuses ithe 
iCustomized iRotation iForest icalculation ifor ithe ipoint iof iselecting ifeatures. iThe iclassification iof idiverse 
iattacks iis icarried iout iby iGated iRepetitive iUnits i(GRU). iThe idisplayed ishow iwas iconnected ion iNSL-KDD 
idataset iand ia i97.32% iand i97.47% iaccuracy irate iwere igotten ifor itwofold iand imulticlass icategorization, 
iseparately. iAccording ito icomes iabout, ithe iproposed iWIDS ican ibe iutilized ifor irecognizing iassaults iin ireal-
time isystems. iBe ithat ias iit imay, ithis istudy ican ibe imoved iforward iby iapplying ithe iproposed idemonstrate ion 
idistinctive idatasets. 
 

III. PROPOSED ALGORITHM 

 
 

 
Figure 1: The Proposed architecture of the model 

 
Principal Component Analysis 

The principal component analysis is the technique that is used, especially for the reduction of the dimension of the 
given dataset. The principal component analysis is one of the most efficient and an accurate method for reducing the 
dimensions of data, and it provides the desired results. This method reduces the aspects of the given dataset into a 
desired number of attributes called principal components. 
 
This method takes all the input as the dataset, which is having a high number of attributes so as the dimension of the 
dataset is very high. This method reduces the size of the dataset by taking the data points on the same axis. The data 
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points are shifted on a single axis, and the principal components are carried out. The PCA can be performed using the 
following steps: 
 
1. Take the dataset with all dimensions d. 
2. Calculate the mean vector for each dimension d. 
3. Calculate the covariance matrix for the whole dataset. 
4. Calculate the eigen vectors (e1, e2, e 3 … .ed), and eigen values (v1,, v2,      v3,….vd). 
5. Perform sorting of eigenvalue in decreasing order and select n eigenvector with    the highest eigenvalues to get a  
matrix of d*n= M. 
6. By using this M form a new sample space. 
7. The obtained sample spaces are the principal components. 
 
Random Forest Algorithm 
Random Forest is one of the most powerful methods that is used in machine learning for classification problems. The 
random forest comes in the category of the supervised classification algorithm. This algorithm is carried out in two 
different stages the first one deals with the creation of the forest of the given dataset, and the other one deals with the 
prediction from the classifier. 

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS 

The experiment carried out for the proposed approach uses the KDD dataset, and the results obtained were satisfying. 
The following configurations are used for performing our analysis  

I. In Hardware: 4 GB RAM, 140 Gb SSD Hard disk, Intel core i3 and intel motherboard.   
II. In Software: 64-bit windows 10 and Python 3.8.  Python packages like NumPy, flask and KerasLibrary  

III. Data set: KDD dataset. 

 
 

Figure 2: A Confusion matrix analysis of the result 
 
From the confusion matrix predicted by the model, The True Negative is given as 17474, The false Positive is 
given as 192 ,The false negative is given as 106 ,The True Positive is given as 20020.  

i. Accuracy =TP + TN /Total actual Predicted 
20020+17474/37792 = 99.21% 
ii. Error rate =FP + FN /Total actual predicted 
192 + 106 /37792 =0.79% 
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Table 1: Tabular Comparison of result with other Classifiers 
 

Method Accuracy Error 
Rate  

SVM 83.34 2.67 

Naïve Byte 80.85 3.49 

PCA With 
Random 
Forest 

99.21 0.79 

 
 
The table given above gives a numerical representation of the obtained values from the experiment. The error rate 
found in our proposed approach is very low as of .21%. As well, the accuracy obtained is much higher than previous 
algorithms. Also, the time taken for the performance is less than other algorithms. 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

 The simulation results showed that the proposed model performs better with the obtained values for Accuracy rate 
and error rate were 99.21% and 0.79%, respectively. The model under consideration has exhibited commendable 
performance in comparison to the previously utilized algorithms namely Support Vector Machine (SVM) and Naïve 
Baye. In future work, it is suggested to explore different machine learning techniques, to enhance accuracy, use a more 
current dataset for evaluating the model's efficiency. The rise of advanced technology has led to an increase the level of 
connectivity in the cloud, the prevailing computational capacity for machine learning is lacking and will prove 
inadequate in the upcoming times. Thus, the progression of neural network adaptation must be adopted. 
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